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In the end, under the intimidation of Ao Dog's grace and power, all the dragon clans agreed to Lin
Hao's plan and did not make any more mess. It was not known what method Ao Dog used, and
in about about half a day's work, Ao Dog actually opened the passage to the dragon clan.

Under the leadership of the Supreme Elder and others, the Dragon Clan quickly
entered the passage and returned to the ancestral land.

When they set foot in the Ancestral Land again, countless dragons were filled with
tears, and some of the younger dragons, who had never been to the Ancestral Land at all, were so
excited to see the vast expanse of the Ancestral Land that they had long since left their discontent
with Ao Dog behind.

However, after all the dragon clans had entered the Ancestral Land, the passage
associated with the Dragon Palace suddenly closed, and many of them turned back to look, and
they found that Ao Dog had not followed them in at all.

Ao Dog had sent in a huge bottle of dragon blood, all containing pure dragon
emperor blood, but it was actually less than one percent of the total number of dragon emperor

blood!

No matter how hard they tried, there was no way for them to tear open the space in

this side of the world.



The trap formation, which was made of dragon blood as the main material,
blocked off the entire space of the Dragon Clan's ancestral land, and this ninety-nine percent of
the dragon emperor's blood was all used to keep the entire formation running.

Ao Dog even ignored the intense pain and pulled off all the dragon scales and
flung them into the formation, continuously reinforcing the strength of the entire formation.

Had the Dragon Clan not been able to emerge as the Supreme Dragon God, it
would have been impossible to break through this formation and leave the Ancestral Land!

Before long, Ao Dog's body was drenched in blood and there were no more scales
on the dragon's body, all of which were densely arranged in this formation.

But Ao Dog still felt that it was not enough, gritting his teeth and forcing himself to

endure the severe pain, his sharp dragon claws dug into the dragon's body with a poof and yanked
on the dragon tendons.

Ow howl howl~!

Ao Dog's wretched and overwhelming scream shook the nine heavens, and even

the sea water exploded, and the islands around the East Sea Dragon Palace were all directly blown
into flying dust.

Pain? The pain? It was too painful!



Ao Dog had never endured such intense pain before, this pain made him want to

die, but he couldn't die, nor could he faint, he continued to forcefully endure the pain to draw the

dragon tendons, but no matter what, he couldn't get them out, it was the same as trying to strangle
himself, it was impossible to strangle himself!

"Qian Yuan help me! Pull out my dragon tendon for Laozi!" Ao Dog knew that

Qian Yuan and the others had arrived, so he immediately looked up to the sky and roared in

anger.

Hearing Ao Dog's roar, Qian Yuan was so bitterly cold that he almost didn't fall
straight down from the high altitude, "Damn, can you be so hard on yourself?"

"Cut the fucking crap, hurry up, I'm going to pass out! Shit!" Ao Dog was in so
much pain that his eyes were already turning white, if he didn't hurry up he was really going to

die.

The corners of Qian Yuan's mouth twitched more than once, but after all, he had
accepted such a big favor from the other party, naturally it was impossible to agree to Ao Feng's
request ......

"Be right there, absolutely use the maximum force for you to smoke!" I'll do it?"

"Yes!"



"I'm really coming!"

"I'm knocking... ah! You damn well hurry up ...... ow howl howl ......
crap...groove!" Ao Dog wanted to eat Qian Yuan's heart, you damn deliberately, right? I have to

remind me a few times, you you can't just pull it out when I'm not prepared? You bastard!

Unfortunately, before Ao Dog could finish cursing, Qian Yuan directly pulled the
dragon tendons out of his body, and the painful Ao Dog, as if he had been subjected to inhuman

torture, rolled his eyes and fainted from the pain, his body was as limp as if he had no bones.

Ao Dog's dragon body shrank rapidly and eventually took on human form, no
longer able to maintain its original state, pale as snow around its body, as if it had been bleached

once and polished several times, all white to the point of shining.

Because all the dragon's blood was drained, the scales were stripped away, and
even the dragon's tendons were removed, Ao Dog's realm fell like a falling meteorite, like a crazy
fall.
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He had plummeted all the way from the peak of the seventh grade to a first grade early stage
Illusionary Spirit Master, only slightly stronger than an ordinary person!

Qian Yuan really couldn't understand this Ao Yu's actions, if not for the fact that
Ao Yu was unconscious and couldn't wake up no matter how he shouted, otherwise Qian Yuan
would really want to pull this guy up and ask: What the hell do you want?



Qian Yuan looked at the crystal-clear dragon tendon in his hand, which was like a
crystal rope, and could feel that it contained pure dragon qi, and if it was refined, it would be an

incomparably strong treasure.

Qian Yuan did not covet Ao Dog's things and put them away for the time being,
allowing the Jiaolong clan members to carry Ao Dog to the room to rest, while starting to place
the Jiaolong clan in this Dragon Palace quickly.

Without the need for Ao Dog to remind him, Qian Yuan immediately began to

amend the ancestral rules, with immediate effect, this Dragon Palace is the ancestral land of the

Jiaolong clan, and from now on, the Jiaolong clan can no longer set foot on the land of God's
Land, unless permission is granted by the Immortal Court in the future, and those who disobey the
order will be executed!

Two days later, Ao Dog woke up and was shocked to discover that he had

received a magical ability, his natural skills had been upgraded!

As for his realm being reduced to the early stage of the first class, he was not
surprised by this in the slightest, and he would not even be surprised if he was weaker than an

ordinary person, as he had expected this result a long time ago.

But there was also an unexpected joy, his two demonic natural skills had been

improved, and this ability, which was automatically ignored passively and had zero presence,
was surprisingly controllable, he could control it so that as long as he wanted people to see it, they
could see it, and if he didn't want them to see it, he couldn't discover him without speaking to that

person, no matter how strong he was.



There is also the first active skill, the Highlight Moment, which has been adjusted
from ten minutes to only three minutes, and it looks like this skill has been weakened, but Ao Dog
is still excited because the skill has not been weakened at all, but has been strengthened instead.

Because, the side effects of this active skill were directly eliminated, there would
be no more side effects

"This is now hair? Close the steak west closed Yi Lu Wu Ai? Wealthy,
hahahahaha!"

Ao Dog's excited laughter drew Qian Yuan, who looked at Ao Dog speechlessly,
"Are you crazy or jerked off? This result, you should have predicted it ah? What the hell is going

on here?"

Qian Yuan looked at Ao Dog's ecstatic look and thought it was because the other

party had woken up to find the plummeting realm and had gone straight to madness ......

Ao dog woke up and found his talent skill points changed, the whole person was
so excited that he was about to fly up, cool, simply cool.

This situation also made Qian Yuan give a big jump, thought this guy was crazy,
this woke up so crazy laughing.



Even if the realm plummeted, it's not that bad, right? After all, the other party
should have known when he stripped the dragon scales and drew the dragon tendons, and even

released all the Dragon Emperor's bloodline.

"What the hell do you know, madness to you, your whole family is mad, haha."
Ao Dog disliked back without hesitation, it was called not giving face to Qian Yuan, and he didn't
need to give face to Qian Yuan, since then, he wouldn't give face to anyone! What the hell!

Qian Yuan was stunned by Ao Dog's dislike, and before he could react, Ao Dog
had already left the Dragon Palace with a loud laugh.

With his meager realm and the fact that he could no longer transform into a
dragon, he couldn't stay in this Dragon Palace for long, his strength didn't allow him to do so.

"Got it, designated crazy and hopeless." Qian Yuan shrugged helplessly.

But whether Ao Dog was mad or not, that was all up to him, the Dragon Clan had
now become a thing of the past, and their Jiaolong clan would not leave the East Sea for the rest

of their lives, unless they were summoned by the Immortal Court, and the matter of the East Sea
Dragon Clan was over.

On the other hand, theWestern and Angelic Patriarchs were a bit restless and used

their divine thoughts to communicate across millions of miles.



The Western Patriarch, Rui En, contacted Avril with a frown on his face: "Avril,
what is going on? Isn't Ania an eighth grade early stage Angelic Church God of War? How come

there's no more of her aura?"
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Avril's face instantly collapsed, she was about to curse, she was not very clear about what exactly
was going on, but Annya was just seconded, the key thing that made Avril angry was that this
Annya did not throw down her stored-up Angelic Judgement at the first moment she appeared,
she directly lost the first opportunity to fight, and was just seconded by Lin Hao.

If she had taken the lead, she might have still had a chance to finish off her

opponent, but this was hilarious.

Avril took a deep breath and spoke in a cold tone, "Careless and gullible, got
sneak attacked."

A sneak attack?

Even if it was a sneak attack, that was proof enough that Lin Hao could already

match the existence of an eighth class deity.

Even more so, they dared not underestimate Lin Hao.



After all, it was impossible for a ninth-ranked supreme being to come out under

normal circumstances.

Once such an existence came out, then things would turn completely sour.

"Why don't Rai'een, you ask Cienus and the others to try again? "Avril spoke
faintly, can't just let himself suffer isn't it, now we are all in a cooperative relationship, seventh
grade Illusionary Spirit Masters need massive resources to cultivate, eighth grade Great Gods, that
can't just be cultivated with resources, even the Angelic Church, losing one would be

incomparably painful.

"Can, I will arrange it, but after all, China is the land of God, with the shelter of
their ancient immortal court's field, you guys cooperate and kill it in Taig, I received news that

Lin Hao has gone to Taig once again, and I think he does not want to put a stop to this." Rai'een
did not refuse, but agreed instead.

The fact that Raiayne agreed so readily took Avril by surprise, when had those

bastards from the Western European Church been so nice?

Averill did not refuse Raiayne's request, and once again reinforced his troops in

Tege, expressing his complete cooperation with the Western European Church.

After the two sides hung up, a mocking sneer appeared on Rai'een's face: "Do you
really think it's that simple? If you want to use me as a gun, you are a talented man!"



"Arrange for it, send two more Eighth Grade Judges to rush to Tege's aid, and at

the same time find a way to consume the Angelic Order as cannon fodder, the aim is still to finish

off Lin Hao and exterminate him as much as possible." Rai'een naturally had his own plans, not to
mention that the Hades side was also in a hurry, and could let the Hades side fight their way

through first.

After all, they had all participated in the Battle of Hades, even though they were
only there to make a scene and were seen by Chen Bei Xuan and the others.

However, once they had completely dashed the plans of Chen Beixuan and the

others, then what would follow could be the mad revenge of Chen Beixuan and the others.

The wrath of the gods in despair was not something that ordinary people could
withstand.

Soon, the Western European Church dispatched two eighth-ranked gods to Taig,
and when Avril also learned of the news, she naturally did not hesitate to dispatch three more

eighth-ranked angelic war gods to Taig.

What they wanted was to kill Lin Hao!

But at the same time, they were also worried: were they going to kill Lin Hao, or
were they just going to keep filling in people?



As this was not the way to go on, Avril contacted Rai'een again and the two of

them reached a final agreement that if this continued, they would not send any more eighth-class
deities.

Instead, they would use the most powerful ninth class deity to attack and kill,
while the eighth class deity would simply? The 8th class deity will go straight to the 8th class
deity. They will not be able to attack all the immortal mansions and palaces in China.

Even if they would rather bear the wrath of Chen Beixuan and the others, they had
to spoil this plan and completely stand against China, and there was nothing they could do about

it.

The Soviet War Bear Divine Hall had likewise received the news, but instead of

going straight to the aid of Tege, they directly contacted the Dragon Lord and Lin Hao, asking the
War Bear Divine Hall to reinforce their troops, now all the forces were planning around Huaxia,
but once something happened to Huaxia, then the situation would be incomparably bad even

though the War Bear Divine Hall was not under siege.
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This suggestion, the dragon master and Lin Hao are all accept, and Lin Hao also does not want the
war bear divine temple to interfere in the matter of Teg.

As for Ao Dog, who had left the Dragon Palace in the Eastern Sea, he was living a
dashing life, free and unfettered on earth since then.



Although his realm had plummeted to its present state and he was just a little
stronger than an ordinary person, his two demonic passives could still make him very popular,
and he was truly at the mercy of the world!

The only weakness is that he is so weak that even if a fifth-grade illusionary spirit
master touches him, he will have to hang.

The only weakness is that he is too weak, and he will die if he is touched by a

fifth-grade spiritist. Ao Dog wanders around the world in this form, finding a place to eat when he
is hungry, and soaking in people's wine cellars when he wants to drink.

He wanders around in all corners of the world alone, like a lonely soul without a

master, alone but also free and happy.

"A good time, the earth is free, polite and fast ...... burp." Ao dog laughed, tilted
his head will be strong wine constantly into the mouth down, a long time later also fiercely burped
a wine, comfortable!

Unlike Ao Dog who is at large on earth, Lin Hao has already moved from Flower

City to this side of Wuge City, Chen Wu and others have been arranged to go back to their

country, there is no point for them to continue to stay here, next, the whole Tege will probably be
turned into a battlefield, and the strongest people who will be admitted at the lowest level will all
be at least 8th level realm deity illusion spirit masters, which is very terrifying and will most

likely even spread to the whole Tege territory.



Lin Hao had deliberately chosen the ruined city of Wugo to protect Taig, and
through the news passed by the War Bear Temple, both the Western Church and the Angelic

Church in the north had made their moves.

They are aware that even if the souls of the dead were to converge, they would not
be able to give them the power of their own selves, and not only that, these souls would not be of
any use, but they would only be pretending to make some noise, and once the war started, these
souls would be worse than cannon fodder.

The Judges also began to press towards Tege, and the whole area around Tege

was enveloped in a terrifying aura of darkness that would not dissipate.

Adika also sensed the situation, now without Qing Shirt and even more so without

the Thirteen Hairpin here to escort them, the only thing left was Lin Hao's siblings plus a young
daughter, which was their last and only line of defence.

Yet there is nothing that can be done about it. At least it is much better than their
living Buddha of Tege, and at present the three of them are even the highest fighting force in

China today, he? er serve er ai yi zero er yi? They are doing their best to help.

Adhikar began to mobilise all the Thaiger spiritists to form an army of over
100,000 spiritists for the coming war!

The rest were all first and second class spirit masters, and there were even

countless others who had only just become spirit masters, which was practically the same as
making up the numbers.



This is a battle for the survival of their country.

Now the whole city is a void, but for Lin Ruoshi, who can control the void, it's
like going home, the void is no threat to her and can even become her most powerful weapon.

In the centre of Wuge City's void, there is a large house formed entirely from

spatial turbulence, which is dotted with spatial turbulence, like countless led lights of various

colours flashing, both beautiful and aesthetically pleasing.

"Daddy, when can I eat oh, my stomach is starving." Like a little glutton, Lin
Ruoshi was at the entrance of the big house, squatting on the ground, her hands propped up on her
chin, her big eyes glowing as she looked at Lin Hao who was grilling meat.
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The next Lei Ling and Lin Ruo Shi the same small expression, not that they are not willing to help,
because the help should be done, moreover they are not willing to do it, most of all because Lin
Hao made the roast meat is the most fragrant ah.

Lin Hao smiled lightly, now Lin Hao's mood eased a bit, not as calm as before,
his emotions appeared some ups and downs, otherwise Lin Ruoshi and the girls were worried that
Lin Hao could not walk out.

"Soon, wait a little longer, the guests haven't arrived yet."



As soon as Lin Hao's words fell, several ear-piercing wind-breaking sounds rang
out...... movement rang out, Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling turned around to look at the sky outsideWu

Ge City, several majestic men in various colours of ancient robes stood proudly in the void, and
without exception, they were holding a pen in one hand and dragging a book-like black thing in
the other.

There were seven of them, three in green robes, three in blue robes and one in

purple robes.

Lin Hao put down the roast meat in his hand and raised his eyebrows, this Hades
was quite looking up to him, huh?

Three eighth grade early stage blue-belted Judges, three more eighth grade mid
stage blue-belted Judges, and one eighth grade late stage purple-belted Judge!

The Underworld was just full of experts, ho-hum.

"Lin Hao, come out and fight with me!" The powerful aura of a late eighth grade
Illusionary Spirit Master radiated out, causing the space around him to shake violently, and all the
houses within a ten kilometre radius collapsed.

Lin Hao didn't bother and handed two skewers of roast meat to Lin Ruoshi and Lei
Ling: "Eat well and chow down on them."



"Thank you, Daddy." Lin Ruoshi happily took the roast meat over, her face full of
a happy smile, a bite of roast meat down, Lin Ruoshi was so happy that she was about to melt, her
little expression was full of enjoyment, "Wow wow wow, it's so delicious, yummy yummy

yummy! Xiaoshi wants more!"

"Tsk, it's really delicious, but it's a pity that some people can only look at it and
drool." Lei Ling likewise ate the roast meat as if no one else was around.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, continued to roast the meat, and the three of them

were not satisfied with these people who were screaming? The three of them were not interested in

these people? The three of them were not even aware of them, and treated them like air.

Purple Belt Judge: ヾ(? ■ ■)! You guys don't go too far! I'm the highest ranking

judge in the Underworld, don't I want to lose face?

"Magistrate Zi Yu, what should we do now ......" The other Magistrates looked at

Magistrate Zi Yu, the Purple Belt Magistrate, who had the highest status and realm here, and
naturally followed his command in everything.

If I had known, I wouldn't be standing here!

They were naturally fearless at this level, but the spatial turbulence still gave them
a headache, and the worst part was that Lin Hao's daughter happened to be able to manipulate this
kind of power. Under such circumstances, once they stepped into Wu Ge City, they did not dare
to guarantee whether they could take Lin Hao down with the seven of them.



It was true that Lei Ling was a flesh-body saint, but after all, he had not grown up,
and an eighth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master was enough to deal with him. The worst thing was
that Lin Hao had the ability to kill eighth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Masters, and in this side of the
world with Lin Ruoshi, they really did not dare to mess around easily.

"Lin Hao, you son of a bitch, coward, dare to fight with me!"

"Incompetent coward, come and fight! ~Incompetent trash who can't even protect
the Peach Blossom Fairy, you coward!"

"One loser with two losers, a family of losers!"

There was no way out, each of these Judges transformed into an Old Ancestor

Anjin, spewing output furiously as they faced each other online in real life!

Hearing the other party mention Ling Yun, Lin Hao's roasting movements froze

violently, and raised his head haughtily, his gaze as harsh as a sword: "Who just cursed this?"

"It was him, that thing dressed like a green turtle, just the one on the far side."
Immediately, Lei Ling pointed at a Green Belt Magistrate in the distance and said.

That green-belted Magistrate exploded then, "Green your ass, this is green, green!"



"There's a difference, isn't there? All right, all right, it's cyan, cyan all right." Lei
Ling spread his hands and then sang, "The green grass of the underworld, needs watering ......"
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Crikey!

The Green Belt Judge's face was grim, was this any worse? It's still a scolding
that I've been green, and completely green at that!

"Punish those who speak presumptuously!" Lin Hao flung out an iron skewer used
for roasting meat, turning it into a sharp, cold aura and heading straight for that Green-belt
Magistrate.

"Be careful!" The other Judges warned one after another, although Lin Hao hadn't
shot his sword, he was an existence capable of wounding a deity, so he shouldn't be
underestimated.

However, the green-banded magistrate was extremely conceited and laughed

loudly and even charged up against the iron stick: "Don't worry, a small iron stick is just a small
iron stick, but as ......"

The word was not even finished when the cold aura of the iron stick ignored the
aura shield of the green belt judge and directly broke the defense.



With a poof, it passed through the heart, leaving a tiny wound at the heart gate!

"You, you despicable and shameless bastard, you pitted me!" The Green Belt
Magistrate's face was fierce as he glared at Lin Hao, his internal aura suddenly becoming

incomparably rampant.

"3......2^1! Boom."

With a boom, the door to the Green Belt Magistrate's heart directly exploded, a
wound that was only as tiny as a fine needle, but as a result, the wound suddenly exploded,
blowing out a wound as big as a bowl.

The Green BeltMagistrate howled in pain, his breath was disordered and his realm
began to fall wildly, although he saved his life, he was still hurt at the root!

"Bastard, how dare you conceal your sword qi in an iron stick to backstab me!
You don't speak of martial virtue!" Judge Green Belt hissed in pain, this blow directly caused him

to fall from the eighth grade early realm, directly? Pao Foo Ai Wu Foo Ai Closed Wu? Down to

the mid-seventh rank level, his combat power plummeted even further!

Slap!



The Purple Jade Magistrate threw a slap across the face, directly sending that

Green Belt Magistrate: "Rubbish, I told you to be careful, but you still fucking got into it, you
deserve to die!"

The other Judges also thought the same, they all knew that Lin Hao was

extraordinary and had already warned this guy in advance, but who knew that he wouldn't dodge
and even come forward, wasn't this purely a death wish? He deserved to die, what a pity!

"Lin Hao, I am the Purple Jade Judge under the King of the Wheel of Fortune, let
me ask you, how will you accept the battle?" Violet Jade held himself in high regard, although
Lin Hao was able to seriously injure a Green Belt Magistrate with a single blow, he wasn't worried.

After all, the Green Belt Judge's doppelganger was only the equivalent of a peak
seventh-grade Illusionary Spirit Master's doppelganger, and his combat power was not considered

to be up to par.

Lin Hao took a piece of yellow-orange roast meat and stuffed it into his mouth,
one bite was full of oil, but he didn't feel greasy at all, the outside was charred and crispy, the
inside was tender and full of soup, it was simply delicious.

Lin Hao squinted his eyes in enjoyment, his face full of enjoyment, and had no

intention of paying any attention to the other party.

When had the Purple Jade Magistrate ever been treated like this, even if he was
under the throne of the Reincarnation King of the Underworld, he was still an existence that
enjoyed the highest glory.



The Purple Ribbon Magistrate was already the strongest existence under the Ten
Courts of Hell, and the other party had ignored him like this!

The Purple JadeMagistrate looked at Lin Hao angrily, and waved the Magistrate's
Brush in his hand repeatedly, its pale, powerful, sharp blade cutting through the void, each stroke
carrying an intimidating sharpness.

"If you do not fight with me, then I will wage war against China! Do you know
what kind of consequences this will have in China, which does not have any gods to shelter it?"
The Purple Jade Judge knew very well that if he couldn't kill Lin Hao, even if he turned China

into a purgatory on earth, it would be useless, and he still wouldn't be able to fulfil the Earthly
Treasure King's ambition.

But with Lin Hao cowering here, there was really nothing they could do unless

more Purple Belt Judges came, and the only way to threaten Lin Hao was with this.

"You're asking me to do something?" Lin Hao looked at the other party with great
amusement, if they could really destroy Huaxia before dealing with him, then they would have

done so long ago, why would they be tangled up with themselves here?

Right now, because the three of them were all absent, it could be said that Huaxia

was extremely weak, and couldn't even get a few seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Masters

together.



In the face of these tripartite forces, which are full of seventh-ranked spirits,
Huaxia is somewhat weak, yet they don't dare to move Huaxia first before dealing with him,
which is already very telling.
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"Who has nothing to teach you to do! I'm asking you, do you dare to answer the battle or not!" Zi
Yu was going crazy, looking at the other party's emboldened and unconcerned face made his

balls hurt, if Lin Hao really didn't come out like this, there was really nothing they could do at all.

If Lin Ruo Shi was there, they could have just torn open the space and entered the
endless void and found a place to hide, no one would be able to find them.

This void is an endless place with no boundaries, like an infinite universe, where
can they find it? Even the ninth-ranked strongest could not do anything to him.

The only thing that could be done was to provoke him into fighting them, or to
wait for an opportunity to seriously injure or capture Lin Ruoshi alive, and then Lin Hao's last
resort would be completely gone.

"It's not impossible if you should fight." Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, he could
avoid the world, but others wouldn't be so lucky, for example, the family members within the

Golden Mansion might all become their targets.

What's more, Lin Hao wasn't the kind of person to back down when he

encountered difficulties and dangers!



Even if it's difficult, you still have to know the difficulties ......

"All you have to do is answer the battle, and all the conditions are yours to

mention!" The purple jade judge was confident, not afraid of Lin Hao answering the battle, but
afraid that he was here not to give a damn about them, and could still gas them to death.

If Lin Hao wanted to piss someone off, he had exactly a hundred ways he could

piss you off until you vomited blood.

Lin Hao looked to Lin Ruoshi.

Lin Ruoshi nodded knowingly, and the void turbulence beneath her feet

automatically paved into a seven-coloured step, Lin Ruoshi strolled on top of the seven-coloured
step with her bare feet, rising all the way up into the air, looking at the Judges who were all
envious, they didn't dare to easily mess with these things, but they were simply as well-behaved
as a baby when it came to Lin Ruoshi.

As Lin Ruoshi's hands continued to dance, the surrounding void turbulence began
to rapidly converge, forming a huge void? The void was a huge void, but it was a huge void.
empty ring.

Lin Hao's voice then rang out: "The ring of life and death, feel free to come and
challenge any of the three of us, tell them to come over, single combat only, life or death, and
after challenging one person, within three hours, no repeat challenge, now, who's coming! Life or
death, whoever fights with me!"



Lin Hao leapt up in the first place and landed on top of the ring, the Heavenly Sin
Sword automatically appeared with a clanging sound, surrounding Lin Hao in the void, its body
constantly trembling, seemingly eager for the next battle.

Zi Yu and the others were frowning, did the other side want to deal with them in a

wheel fight? Three hours of rest time was actually enough, which gave them a bit of a headache,
but then it wouldn't be that easy to pile Lin Hao up with numbers!

Moreover, this was the Void Ring, so once Lin Ruoshi was still here, or if there
was a force of support, none of them would have much of an advantage.

"A few hundred of you challenge the three of us, and you're afraid? The

Underworld, it's just like that." Seeing the other party hesitate, Lin Hao even mocked without

mercy.

"We shall fight! We promise you this condition, life or death, don't you dare
admit your weakness, go, shout for someone!"

Zi Yu was also afraid that Lin Hao would backtrack, although this way, all the
conditions seemed to be more favourable to Lin Hao's side, but it didn't matter, there were many
of them, a test attack in front, if it didn't work, press all the Purple Belt Judges and Blue Belt

Judges up!

There are more than twenty purple-belted Judges and hundreds of blue-belted
Judges who have come to earth, is this not enough to consume Lin Hao?



"I, Lin Hao, have always kept my word!" Lin Hao patted his chest and assured

him.

Zi Yu snorted coldly and led the crowd to turn around and leave.

"Dad, do we really have to fight them in the ring? Fighting in the ring is so boring

oh, it's especially uninteresting." Lin Ruoshi stretched her hands, it wasn't fun at all na.

One-on-one with them, that's not bullying.

Although Qing Shirt had gone immortal, he had also left precious things for Lin

Ruoshi and Lei Ling, both of them had now received immortal inheritance and their realms were

already equal to Lin Hao's, beating the eighth level realm Judges, one on one, was really a bit
bullying.
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Lin Hao was stumped for a moment, "Who told you to fight them in the ring? Three of us against

hundreds, only a fool would play like that, and sooner or later we'll be dragged to death by the

other side."

"Huh?" This time it was Lin Ruoshi's turn to be stunned, "But, but dad, didn't you
say that you wanted to come and keep your word?"



"You heard wrong, what I said was 'I, Lin Hao, have always kept my word'." Lin
Hao grinned.

Lin Ruoshi's tiny head was greatly puzzled: did it really say that? Did she really

remember it wrong?

The Lei Ling beside her was about to go mad with laughter, how could Lin Hao

possibly keep his word, besides it wasn't like he was swearing by his dao heart, plus the other
party was an enemy, so why should he keep his word?

Besides, even if they kept their word, they were going to fight with them, but
during the fight, it didn't say they couldn't do something else, right?

"What are you laughing at, little aunt?" Lin Ruo Shi is unclear, when listening to
Lei Ling's explanation, Lin Ruo Shi brightened up: "Go go, dad, let's go steal home howl not howl
ah, I'll lead the way, I'll lead the way."

Lin Ruoshi gradually Lin Haohua ...... was more excited than anyone else once he
heard that he was going to steal the home.

Roar or not roar? This girl said this, is also really too cute, right.

Lin Hao stroked Lin Ruoshi's little head, handed the rest of the roast meat to Lin

Ruoshi: "No hurry, eat first, eat full and then we will go to steal home, this ring is just a front, let



them converge over, we take the opportunity to break his back, prepare a super gift for these
Judges, after solving the matter here, we will go home and continue to open the shop to retire. "

Lin Hao had already planned it, to deal with it decisively, the rest then in a
semi-pension state, slowly deal with those two clerics, after all, this is a long-lasting war, the
Hades side of things are not settled yet, how can his side end it so quickly.

"Roar." Lin Ruoshi waved her little fist in excitement.

Seeing Lin Ruoshi's so positive look, Lin Hao in turn felt a little guilty, no way, no
way, he wouldn't have brought his little daughter down, right?

Will Shen Xiyan knock herself to death when she returns?

But we'll talk about these things later.

After the three of them had eaten and drunk their fill, and after leaving a confusing
image in the centre of Void Wuge City, the three of them, led by Lin Ruoshi, directly disappeared
into the endless void.

They had already stepped on the spot and ran directly across the void all the way
from Tege to the San country side.



After Lin Hao's investigation and stepping on the spot, he discovered that the Holy
Water River of the San Country was actually the very end of the Weak Water River.

That is to say, the source of the Sacred Water River in San Country is actually the

end of the Weak Water River. In that case ...... San Country is also part of the Divine Land?

Ahem, far from it? The actual fact is that the actual world is a lot more than just

a few of the most important.

This weak water river, also known as the three thousand weak water, weak water
also has individually become Yin water, the general public simply can not cross.

The weak water river can be said to be a weakened version of the river of the
underworld, and is the result of the dilution of the water of the river of the underworld after

numerous times, but it is still able to be crossed by judges, but the living cannot cross this weak
water river.

These Judges of the Underworld had gone through a lot of hardships to flow
through the end of the River Styx and after crossing the 3,000 Weak Waters, they descended to

earth from the Holy Water River in the country of San, which was the source of the calamity!

What Lin Hao had to do was to take advantage of the gap when those guys were
still gathering their men and preparing to wage a wheel war against them, and directly block their

avenues of reinforcement and retreat, completely.



Judges must not stay on earth for a long time, otherwise they simply cannot carry
the scorching yang energy on earth. Of course, in order to prevent these Judges from going mad,
Lin Hao still devised a very well thought out plan.

For example, Adika announced to all of Tege that all the people in the vicinity of

Wuge City would soon be evacuated because of the successive world wars. Those who did not

wish to evacuate were to be forcibly evacuated by the armed forces!

Under such a strong order, no one existed within a hundred-mile radius of Wuge

City, and Lin Ruoshi even spent a huge amount of money to mobilise the spatial turbulence within
a thousand-mile radius to completely block off this area.
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Just waiting to invite the king into the jar.

After a long crossing, they finally reached the source of the Sacred Water River in

the San Kingdom, where a dark Yin Qi enveloped the area, and there were no living beings within
a dozen kilometres, all because of the powerful Yin Qi field left behind by those Judges who had

smuggled themselves across.

The air was filled with violent Yin energy, and the raging river churned with a

deafening sound, as if some ancient beast was roaring, or like a flooding beast ready to pounce at
any moment.



"Is this the Weak Water River? Three thousand if you only take one scoop? Who

has nothing to fetch this thing that isn't funny?" Lei Ling looked speechlessly at the gloomy and

miserable River of Weak Water that was rushing and roaring in front of him.

Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, "It's just a metaphor, why are you taking it
seriously? What? The head is moving ahead, come on, let's go and take a look."

As he said that, there were fluctuations of Yin Qi coming from ahead, and they

were more intense, I'm afraid that more troops from the Underworld had arrived.

It was said that hundreds of Judges had been added to the army, and more troops?
This was really fucked up, did they want all the Judges to descend to earth or what.

Lin Hao and the three of them concealed their breath and quickly leaned towards
the front. After they got closer, Lin Hao was surprised to find that there was a circle of green river
water deep in the mist, similar to the river of the Underworld, and what was very strange was that
the circle of green river water was incomparably calm, a world away from the rushing and raging

river of the Weak Water outside.

Here, however, it was very cold and bone-chilling, and the Yin Qi was eating

away at the bodies of the three people all the time.

Lin Hao couldn't help but frown, he had gone to the Underworld several times and
had never felt this way, could it be that those were all trips to the Underworld in his divine soul

state, without the shackles of his body, hence why he couldn't feel it?



At this moment, Lin Ruoshi's face was already showing an extremely

uncomfortable expression, and Lei Ling was holding on hard, but the situation should also be

worse.

This river of weak water is the river that is tainted with the river of the underworld,
constantly diluting thus becoming the holy water river of the San Kingdom.

Think of the San Kingdom using the water of this holy water river, for drinking,
for bathing, and throwing everything into the holy water river, just think of it ...... vomit!

Goo? Dye Jai Dye Wu Yi Yi Xi? Looooooooooooooooo!

Suddenly, the calm waters of the River Styx emitted a violent movement, and
countless bubbles began to rise one after another, as if something huge was about to come out
from below.

"Move at once! Don't let them come out!" Lin Hao drew his Heavenly Sin Sword,
its first form, the Eye of Silence!

The aura of silence instantly enveloped the entire green pool of water, and the aura
of silence began to continuously devour the condensed but unbroken causes around it, completely
encompassing it with the Silent Death Domain, completely cutting it off from the real world.

And at this time, the bubbling of the waters of the River Styx became even more
intense, so it seems they are coming out!



But want to come out? It's not that easy!

The Silent Death Domain!

Lin Hao bit his tongue and sprayed his essence blood onto the Heavenly Sin
Sword, continuously adding to the Silent Death Domain around him, while telling Lin Ruoshi to

do it immediately!

Lin Ruoshi rose to the heavens and manipulated the space around her to start
rapidly gathering over, constantly solidifying the borders of the Death Domain around her,
making this Death Domain's defence even more terrifying than the hardness of the rest of the
space.

Lin Ruo Shi even wrapped the countless spatial turbulence like a ball of silk
threads, completely entangling the deadly realm in three layers and three layers outside!

And the end of the River Styx was forcibly cut off from the Earth's spatial
connection, leaving it nestled in endless nothingness!

"It's done." Lin Ruoshi clapped her little hand, her work done.

Lin Hao's Silent Spirit Domain had directly caused it to make an error, thinking it
had gone the wrong way, or that it was still in the Underworld!



Even if they found out, so what, the three layers of spatial turbulence outside the
Silent Death Domain were no joke, even if they broke through the solid spatial barriers, all the
spatial turbulence that would wind over next could kill them half to death.

This time, they had to get to the root of the problem!
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But looking at this ball of wool, Lin Hao felt that it was still a bit inadequate!

"Seal! Three thousand weak waters!"

Clang!

The sound of a phoenix resounded as the second form of the Heavenly Sin Sword,
the Fire Phoenix Domain!

The blazing Nirvana fire surrounded the entire ball of wool, forming a constantly
burning domain.

This Fire Phoenix's Nirvana Flame itself had an incomparably terrifying

destructive power on the soul, plus this blazing flame was also an innate nemesis for ghost
cultivators.



That is to say, even if they had gone through all the trouble of breaking through

the Silent Death Domain, and then after being strangled by the spatial turbulence, they still

managed to pick up a life without dying, then sorry, this fire could send them all away.

"That's a relief." Lin Hao shrugged, "I'd like to see how many more people they

can send to their deaths!"

Unbeknownst to them, the source of this Weak Water River had just been sealed

and immediately caught the attention of the earthly Judges, and they were sensed first.

Zi Yu was discussing with everyone how to deal with Lin Hao when suddenly, all
the purple-belted Judges shouted angrily, "How could this happen! Exactly that unknowing one
has found our reinforcement channel and sealed it directly!" In a certain city in the country's lair
next to Tege, it had been completely occupied by the Judges of the Underworld, and the whole

city had been turned into a dead city by their endless Yin Qi.

This one city had all fallen into dead silence.

At this moment, these millions of Judges, close to seven hundred Judges were all
here to discuss the challenge with Lin Hao in Wu Ge City.

However, at this very moment, a strong aura erupted from all the Purple Belt

Judges at the same time, standing up with a bang and an incomparable look of anger on their

faces.



Under the powerful aura of the twenty or so Purple Belt Judges released, even
those Blue Belt Judges felt a tremendous pressure.

"Lord Ziyu, my lords, what has happened that is so alarming?" A blue-ribbon
magistrate bravely and cautiously inquired.

Purple Jade waved his hand with a frown: "You continue to discuss this matter,
and do not leave this place for the time being without my orders."

"Fellow Purple Belt members, come with me." The other Purple Belt Judges
nodded, knowing that this was a matter of great importance, and dared not neglect to follow suit.

As for the end of the Sacred Water River, Lin Hao had already finished setting up

the formation to seal the entire source, and not only did he seal it, he also hid this passage.

Using Lin Ruoshi's Void Turbulence Formation, he had directly formed multiple

void spaces to hide it, and although he couldn't trap the Jedi, he was able to completely bewitch
their eyes.

Whether it was the Judges who were already on earth, even if they tore open the
void they would not be able to find where the formation was, and those inside, even if they broke
out, would probably be lost in the endless void, and this would be a done deal.



Having finished this, Lin Hao didn't stay much longer and directly led Lin Ruoshi
and the girls away, not staying here much longer.

"Brother, don't we need to erase our traces?" Lei Ling asked curiously.

"No need, it's not like they have any evidence, so what if there is evidence, we
won't admit it and that's it?" Lin Hao stretched his hands.

Lei Ling cried and laughed, "Brother, aren't you a scoundrel?"

Hey, just? Lu Pao Lu'er love to shut up Yi Yi? I'm a scoundrel, but what can you
do to me?

Lin Hao had no intention of hiding it from the beginning to the end.

The other was to force them to come to Wuge City to fight Lin Hao by forcing
them to stop their retreat.

And this was just what Lin Hao wanted.

If they wanted to return to the Underworld, or if the Underworld wanted to

descend again, it would have to be the Ninth Grade Supreme Illusionary Spirit Master himself

who set foot on earth, otherwise, that would never be possible.
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